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The C21 Interview: Sara Curran

Steering Tricycle
Sara Curran has put together innovative deals for television, co-founded a multinational production entity and has now
launched her latest venture, a ‘talent management collective.’ Richard Middleton found out how it works.

T

alent by its nature is often in the news, but boutiques that can feed into each other organically.
over the past few months attention stateside One management boutique will handle actors and
has switched from a focus on projects, another will oversee books, for example. Then
scripts, actors and green lights to an increasingly there will be divisions for writers; directors; hosts
public war of words between two major entities that and presenters; producers and advisors; digital and
music; and voiceovers. Each spoke could potentially
make the business tick.
The Writers Guild of America (WGA) and the house more than one ﬁrm, depending on their ﬁt.
“At the centre you have the Tricycle hub; we
Association of Talent Agencies (ATA), made up
of companies who had until recently managed provide capital, strategic advice and support,”
its writer members, have fallen out. The dispute Curran explains. But in return it takes only a
potentially has far-reaching consequences, as we minority stake in each boutique. “Those boutiques
explore on page 19, but it also underlines the huge – are still going to be run by the managers and
founders. They will still majority-own those
and growing – demand for talent of all varieties.
And that’s something that Sara Curran has been companies and Tricycle will only support, advise
aware of for some time. With a CV that includes and open doors.” As importantly, each boutique
will also receive a stake in
putting together ﬁnance
Tricycle Talent.
for BBC/AMC drama The
“So even though the
Night Manager, stints at
actors division doesn’t
UK prodco Working Title
have a direct relationship
and talent management
with books, writers or
ﬁrm YM&U (fka James
directors, they’re all part
Grant Group), as well as coof the Tricycle family and
founding Kew Media Group,
are incentivised to work
Curran has embarked on
with the books company in
her latest venture: a ‘talent
the family, because what is
management
collective’
Curran worked on Oscar winner The Favourite
good for Tricycle is good
that looks to empower and
for them, and what is good
engage its members.
What’s unique about Tricycle Talent, the sister for books is good for actors. But it’s completely
company to four-year-old Tricycle Media, founded voluntary. They can work with anyone. It’s very
by Curran and her partner Peter Sussman, is the much a symbiotic relationship.”
And because there are no third-party investors,
widening of the deﬁnition of talent. “Good managers
will always have good clients, and they may come Curran says, Tricycle Talent and its boutiques don’t
and go but really good managers will attract good have to answer to anybody. “It’s very indie and
clients again and again,” she explains. “Managers designed to keep that founder spirit alive.”
Part of the problem with the current system, she
are the talent for us; there’s not been enough focus
believes, is that there’s a “frustration” among midon the managers themselves as a piece of talent.”
Central to the idea of Tricycle Talent – and tier talent managers who have little to no chance of
reﬂective of an industry facing seismic changes taking a meaningful stake in their agencies and also
as talent is empowered – is a “hub and spoke” have little inﬂuence. “All the equity is tightly held
approach, creating a network of individual at the top of these companies, either privately X

“Good managers will always have good
clients, and they may come and go but really
good managers will attract good clients again
and again. Managers are the talent for us.”
Sara Curran, Tricycle Talent

News from C21Media.net
Lagardère strikes exclusive Wattpad deal
Lagardère Studios in France has agreed an exclusive ﬁrstlook deal with Wattpad to adapt French-language content
on the web storytelling platform.
The deal makes Lagardère Studios the ﬁrst French
producer to work with Wattpad, which has so far seen
nearly 1,000 of its stories turned into books, TV shows, ﬁlms
or digital projects.
Lagardère now has exclusive ﬁrst-look rights to all Frenchlanguage content uploaded to the platform to produce
projects for TV, ﬁlm and digital adaptations.

Projects for the partnership will be selected by combining
the studio’s guidelines with technology that Wattpad claims
can identify promising new IP from the half-billion uploads
that have been shared on the platform.
Lagardère Studios-owned French prodco DEMD will be the
ﬁrst company involved in the partnership.
Christophe Thoral, president and CEO of Lagardère Studios,
said the collaboration “provides our ﬁction producers in
France with a new source of creation.”
Wattpad recently agreed similar deals with Sony Pictures
TV in the US and Singaporean broadcaster Mediacorp.
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by the company’s original founders or by private
equity investment – whether it’s TPG or Trilantic
or any of the others that have come in and taken
stakes in management companies.
“So mid-tier managers are trapped in a situation
where they can’t really be that entrepreneurial,
they can’t get a seat at the table or any real equity,
and they’ve sort of hit a glass ceiling. They don’t
have a way of unleashing their potential.”
Tapping into that – and making the most of
managers’ clients – is certainly one of the ways
the company is looking to move ahead, but the
structure also reﬂects an attempt to create a selfsustaining network of businesses that work for
those who founded them, rather than simply being
an exercise in M&A that results in creatives and
senior executives departing several years after
securing their earn-outs.
“With a lot of the big conglomerates of the fully
integrated studios, people are forced to work
together and that doesn’t always work so well.
People seem to work better when they’re not forced
to do so,” Curran observes.
“The world has evolved so much; talent is king.
All of these individuals [within the boutiques] will
be creating content of some sort, whether they’re
musicians, novelists, scriptwriters or actors, and
there is increasing crossover between all of those
strands.”
The ﬁrst deals have already been struck, with
investments in voiceover company Voicebank plus
digital- and music-focused agency River Talent,
founded by Sophie Gildersleeve and Kim Riley,
which counts talent such as Fleur de Force and
Harry and Izzy Judd on its books. Further deals with
acting and novelist agencies – also both female-led
– are close to being agreed and the ambition is that
boutiques from a diverse array of founders will be
able to feed into one another, says Curran.
“We are just about to announce that we have
taken a stake in Rachel Mills Literary, an agency
that specialises in books for positive change which
is becoming a very signiﬁcant publishing sector and
has lots of crossover potential into TV shows.”
“We are all about promoting new voices at
Tricycle and so one of the shows we will be
championing is Diary of a Drag Queen. Wildcard
came to us recently and wanted to option the book
by Crystal Rasmussen, so we’re helping them to
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repercussions on the business
and throw up opportunities,
but Curran admits it’s been
a complicated time for the
business.
“Packaging
has
become quite a negative word
in the last few months, too,”
adds Curran, who has helped
get forthcoming feature How
Curran previously helped arrange ﬁnancing for The Night Manager
to Build a Girl over the line and
recently worked on producer
develop that project – and Tricycle Media ﬁnanced Ceci Dempsey’s Oscar winner The Favourite.
On the latter, Curran says she worked with
the option.
“The author would like to write the show Dempsey for 15 years to get the ﬁlm made, putting
themselves but they’re not an established together deals with stars including Emma Stone,
scriptwriter so we’re working with the author and Rachel Weisz and Olivia Colman, along with Fox
Wildcard. The author is putting the idea of the Searchlight. “I’ve always been in that role, the chief
show together and we’ll sit with them and ﬁnd a co- ringmaster if you like,” she says. “I don’t see myself
writer to develop it. In the meantime, we are already as a packaging agent as such but certainly we will
pitching it and moving it along, coming up with lists deﬁnitely help our clients get their shows made.”
Despite the WGA/ATA uncertainty going into the
of writers and producers, and saying to the buyers,
‘What do you think of this writer, this show?’ We’ll be LA Screenings, Curran is bullish about the prospect
for the wider business and argues that the growth
constantly moving things along that way.”
The business angle is clear, with Tricycle Talent of coproductions and companies such as Netﬂix,
proﬁting from the dividends of each of its spokes. Amazon and Apple are providing more options for
“They’ll make signiﬁcant money and we will share talent. She’s adopting a wait-and-see approach to
that,” Curran says, pointing out, however, that the tendency of streamers to sign up talent directly,
founders will retain the “lion’s share” because of particularly writers and showrunners, and admits
she is intrigued to see how slates from the likes of
their majority stakes.
But the company is not going to start producing – Shonda Rhimes turn out for Netﬂix.
“I’m a ﬁrm believer in the ability of the nonswerving one of the main areas of dispute between
the WGA and the ATA in the US. Curran says she writing exec producers. I work with really talented
understands the WGA’s argument, but equally feels producers – Gina Matthews, Alison Owen, Damian
that “many writers felt their agents at CAA/WME/ Jones, Ceci Dempsey – and I believe that they really
ICM/UTA were doing a good job and were sad to make the difference. They’re editing, they control
be obliged to ﬁre them over their failure to sign the the whole process. The role of the non-writing
producer shouldn’t be underrated, so it will be
WGA code of conduct.”
“Tricycle Talent isn’t going to produce interesting to see how those deals work out with the
any content itself but we will obviously have streamers signing the writer directly and not having
relationships with many production companies a very obvious top-ﬂight producer in the mix.
and distributors and we’ll be able to help our Shonda Rhimes is, of course, incredibly talented, so
clients whether they’re actors, authors, writers we will wait and see.”
Meanwhile, Tricycle Talent’s wheels are turning,
or musicians. We can introduce them and have
them work with producers and distributors in our with deals being struck, spokes being added and
network,” she says, highlighting sister company expansion plans for North America and Australia in
Tricycle Media’s investments in outﬁts such as the works. For an industry that seems unsure about
Three River Studios, Mad Rabbit and Awesome as the all-consuming role of agents and managers,
Curran might just be serving up a viable alternative
possible partners in their network.
Clearly, the WGA/ATA dispute could have huge that is more appealing for all concerned.

News from C21Media.net
Super Channel hires new content chief
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Canadian pay TV network Super Channel has hired
a former Corus Entertainment exec as director of
programming following the departure of Jenny Hacker just
ﬁve months after joining the company.
Former CBC executive Hacker joined Super Channel in
December to replace VP of programming Melissa Kajpust.
Based in Toronto, Hacker reported to Don McDonald, the
network’s president and CEO. However, C21 learned that
Hacker’s employment with Super Channel ended in April.
The channel subsequently conﬁrmed that Jackie Pardy

is taking up the role, ofﬁcially beginning on May 16 and
reporting to McDonald.
Pardy was most recently director of development at
Women in Film & Television Toronto, responsible for
developing and managing strategic partnerships and
sponsorships for the organisation and its charitable arm,
the Foundation for Women in Film & Television. Prior to
this, she was director, network content, speciality and pay
TV at rival broadcaster Corus Entertainment.
Hacker told C21 she wished the team “every success in their
ongoing efforts to turn the network around.”

